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The National Airlines Council Canada of Canada (NACC) welcomes the opportunity to comment on the
Treasury Board of Canada’s Secretariat Targeted Regulatory Reviews and supports the government of
Canada’s ongoing work to align to international standards. Aviation is a global industry that cooperates
on high standards and efficiencies and our anticipation is that this review will further support the
Canadian aviation industry through regulations that are more agile, transparent and responsive.

International cooperation is critical for a sector like aviation. This is why, in the Chicago Convention on
International Civil Aviation, contracting States committed to collaborate in securing the highest
practicable degree of uniformity in regulations and bring their domestic regulations in line with the
international standards adopted by ICAO in Annexes to the Chicago Convention.

Below NACC provides examples where international standards can be incorporated into regulation,
while maintaining health, safety, security, and environmental protection; areas that could benefit from
better alignment internationally; overcoming technical barriers caused by differences between
individual standards; and eliminating mutual incompatibility of regulations among larger, international
user bases.

Runway Safety: NACC has concerns over Canada’s non-adoption of the various ICAO Standards and

Recommended Practices (SARPs) in order to adopt the ICAO Global Reporting Format (GRF). Our members

are responsible for the safe and efficient movement of over 92 percent of all domestic and 65 percent of all

international passengers. As the end user of runway condition reports, our members are directly affected by

rules governing runway surface condition reporting. The intent of the ICAO GRF is a globally-harmonized

methodology for runway surface condition assessment and reporting that directly correlates to the

performance of aeroplanes. ICAO recognized that there was a worldwide deficiency in the harmonized

language, assessment, and reporting of runway conditions, and the resulting ICAO GRF system address these

deficiencies. But the program will only be successful if member States, including Canada, adopt these various

ICAO SARPs and any discrepancy to this globally harmonized format is unsafe. There should no longer be a

book on how to fly in Canada versus how to fly in rest of world.

NACC is concerned on the lack of internationally harmonized aerodrome standards and additionally regional

differences amongst the various airports in Canada. In our view, it would stand to reason that if an airport is

describing itself as an international airport; that it would meet or exceed international standards. These

adhoc local differences at Canadian aerodromes is a causal factor to human performance errors that can lead

to runway incursions and excursions. Here is an example difference that contributes to runway incursions:

When a vehicle is doing a runway inspection or snow clearing, as an example, and they maneuver from a

taxiway to an active runway, Canadian procedures require that the vehicle operator stay on ground

frequency. Internationally, the same operation would require that the operator switch to tower frequency.

Hence, aircraft that are cleared to land will hear vehicles on active runways and vehicles will hear aircraft

approaching to land. This is both a situational awareness issue as well as a human performance contributing

factor to runway incursions in Canada. Canada should align with international practices in order to contribute

towards the mitigation of runway incursions. Further, many Canadian airports have runway guard lights (wig-

wag lights), stop bars and other incursion-prevention devices but often, they are not used unless the visibility

is low.  This approach does not encourage an understanding of these tools or devices, encourages the

practice of crews and operators not looking for the devices; perhaps even resulting in being unsure when

they see them. Many organizations internationally have and employ the devices at all times; crews/air

operators are used to the devices and it is utilized as a tool in mitigating runway incursions.
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NACC members airlines have made effective efforts in mitigating unstable approaches that contribute to
runway undershoots or overshoots. Currently TCCA does not recognize (has no regulatory mechanisms)
for air operator Flight Data analysis (FDA) programs despite the fact that there are ICAO SARPs and IATA
ISARPs.

Other areas NACC identifies as key contributing factors to runway excursions: lack of appropriate
approach lighting, approach ban. These two important areas to promote runway safety are in lack of
alignment to the ICAO SARPS and other country regulatory practices.

International mandate for EGPWS (enhanced ground proximity warning system):
Creating a unique Canadian requirement for geometric altitude to eliminate the risk of barometric
altitude errors in colder conditions. To NACC’s knowledge TCCA has neither filed a difference with ICAO
nor did they provide industry with guidance on complying with the International mandate.

TCAS version 7.1 (traffic alert and collision avoidance system): ICAO and thus many foreign
aviation safety regulators require TCAS version 7.1 (traffic alert and collision avoidance system) while
TCCA does not. This causes confusion and scrambling to retrofit aircraft based on shorter notices from
international regulators. If TC were to mandate it would be better coordinated through early
consultations.

Safety data protection: The lack of data protection in Canada in a barrier to the wider sharing of

safety information. ICAO Annex 19 State Safety Programs (SSP) requires data/safety information sharing
and Canada needs to amend the Aeronautics Act and/or other legal instruments to enable data/safety
information sharing as per ICAO Annex 19 (effective November 2019) that protects the carriers; failing
to do so impedes safety. Here is an excerpt from Annex 19:

“2.2.2 Protection of safety data, safety information and related sources.

• 2.2.2.1 Amendment 1 to Annex 19 was adopted by the Council on 2 March 2016 and will be
applicable on 7 November 2019. The amendment includes protection provisions that apply to
safety data captured by, and safety information derived from, voluntary and mandatory safety
reporting systems and related sources.

• 2.2.2.2 The protection of safety data, safety information and related sources is an important
enabler of safety management that is critical to ensure the continued availability of safety data
and safety information. The use of safety data and safety information for purposes other than
maintaining or improving safety may inhibit the future availability of such data and information,
with a significant adverse effect on safety.”;
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Graphical Exit Sign - Green Running Man /Person:

The graphical exit sign (green running man) is an international standard developed by the International
Standards Organization (ISO). The use of the graphical exit sign is used worldwide. The intention of the
running man graphical exit sign is to allow for easy understanding and recognition. The sign's
wordlessness means it can be understood even by people who don't speak the local language. Canada
introduced the ISO graphical exit sign in 2010, the standard lettering on Canadian Exit Signs is to be
replaced with the ISO (International Standards Organization) “Running Man”. Countries globally require
this symbol on all exit signs. It would stand to reason that an internationally recognized exit sign should
be recognized by the GoC/TCCA on newly manufactured state of the art aircraft.

June 1st, 2010 - The 787 was the first airplane to replace the traditional red “EXIT” sign with one utilizing
an internationally recognized green graphical symbol. At the time, the FAA required specific briefings be
conducted with the introduction of the green graphical exit sign, including a pre-flight briefing, special
emphasis and prelanding briefing. The content of the briefings are based on comprehension tests
conducted by Boeing/CAMI. The briefings are FAA approved and part of the B787 Type Design. Boeing
has confirmed comprehension tests were last conducted approx. 12 years ago. Tests have not been
conducted since due to cost and resources.  The FAA has required that with the introduction of the
green graphical exit sign, the airline must provide specific instructions regarding the exit sign during the
standard pre-flight briefing (for both live and video briefings, whichever is employed by the airline). As
outlined in the Boeing Document D836Z307-01 “Airlines operating in countries where the green
graphical exit sign is widely used and recognized, may negotiate modifications in content and/or
delivery method of the following with their operational regulatory agency”.

In attempts to “negotiate modifications”, TCCA has taken the most conservative interpretation and
approach as possible. TCCA advised any proposed change equates to a Major classification under
AWM571.06 (as well as CAR521.152) and would result in an STC. TCCA advised that they made
Equivalent Safety Findings for the C Series and CRJ and that the FAA ELOS on the B787 was the basis for
the ESFs. They accepted the FAA data indicating that the correct interpretation of the symbolic exit sign
is not sufficiently wide spread in a representative US population, as applicable to the Canadian
population.  TCCA has not completed any comprehension tests within Canada, rather they have relied
on the FAA ELOS for the B787.

The use of the graphical exit sign is an international standard has been adopted as part of the Building
code since 2010. The exit sign is also widely used in airports in Canada, with no additional education to
the travelling public.

NACC requests that the GoC/TCCA to accept this international symbol. If any further testing is required
to prove Canadian public comprehension of this symbol; the GoC/TCCA should take the lead and
complete comprehension tests within Canada thus completing the due diligence rather than relying on
dated FAA data and putting the onus on the air operators to build a safety case.

The graphical exit sign information has increased the safety video/demonstrations for one carrier by
approx. 2 minutes; which has diluted the overall safety messaging, not to mention the additional cost of
2 minutes of production time.  The flying public will be confused by the two plus minutes of graphical
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exit sign messaging and rather than increasing safety onboard, it becomes a distraction to relevant
safety messaging.

NACC member airlines will be receiving delivery of new aircraft soon and this issue will once again arise
as a cost and time consuming exercise with administrative burdens for both industry and the regulator.

Flight crew member responsibilities: Regulatory misalignment with international standards with

flight crew member responsibilities being absent in Canada. ICAO-IATA-IFALPA and other States all
promulgate need for tripartite commitment and joint responsibility for it to be an effective mitigation to
manage fatigue. This is completely missing from regulation in Canada. Lack of alignment to ICAO Doc
9066 to include flight crew member responsibilities. See:
https://www.icao.int/safety/fatiguemanagement/Pages/Resources.aspx

“Second, because fatigue is affected by all waking activities (not only work demands), fatigue
management has to be a shared responsibility between the State, service providers and individuals:

The State is responsible for providing a regulatory framework that enables fatigue management and
ensuring that the service provider is managing fatigue-related risks to achieve an acceptable level of safety
performance. The State is required to establish prescriptive limitation regulations for specified safety-
critical personnel.

The establishment of FRMS regulations is optional, depending on the experience level and resources of the
State, and necessary only where the intention is to allow service providers to move outside of prescriptive
fatigue management regulations (Section 1.1.1 refers).

Service providers are responsible for providing fatigue-management education, implementing work
schedules that enable individuals to perform their duties safely, and having processes for monitoring and
managing fatigue hazards.  (Section 3.3 refers); and

Individuals are responsible for arriving fit for duty, including making appropriate use of non-work periods
to obtain sleep, and for reporting fatigue hazards. “(Section 3.3 refers).

Air passenger protect regulations (APPRs): The APPRs is a misaligned piece of legislation that

causes considerable churn within industry and for consumers; regretfully fueled by the media. This

particularly on matters which the carrier was already dedicated to resolving through internal process

and policy development as it is in the company’s best interest to minimize operational impacts to their

customers. While there are elements of the coming ATPDR that our initial assessment indicates will have

considerable effects on airlines, its deployment is far less onerous and rushed. NACC’s view is, the more

we can incorporate principles and best practices established by international standards and best

practices such as established by IATA and to the extent applicable ICAO / WHO; the more aligned

Canada and its air operators will be, and the more we can reduce the exposure to the competitive

disadvantage caused by legislation like the APPRs. The current framework has included some of the most

egregious elements from other regimes, which taken out of context as they were, created the most

punitive consumer protection regime known to the aviation industry globally.

Thank you for taking the time to review this submission. The National Airlines Council of Canada stands
ready to support the GoC and TCCA efforts in this matter.

THE NATIONAL AIRLINES COUNCIL OF CANADA

https://www.icao.int/safety/fatiguemanagement/Pages/Resources.aspx
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